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		Used by corporations, industry, and government to inform and fuel everything from focused advertising to homeland security, data mining can be a very useful tool across a wide range of applications. Unfortunately, most books on the subject are designed for the computer scientist and statistical illuminati and leave the reader largely adrift in technical waters.

	
		Revealing the lessons known to the seasoned expert, yet rarely written down for the uninitiated, Practical Data Mining explains the ins-and-outs of the detection, characterization, and exploitation of actionable patterns in data. This working field manual outlines the what, when, why, and how of data mining and offers an easy-to-follow, six-step spiral process. Catering to IT consultants, professional data analysts, and sophisticated data owners, this systematic, yet informal treatment will help readers answer questions, such as:

		
			What process model should I use to plan and execute a data mining project?



			
			How is a quantitative business case developed and assessed?



			
			What are the skills needed for different data mining projects?



			
			How do I track and evaluate data mining projects?



			
			How do I choose the best data mining techniques?


	
		Helping you avoid common mistakes, the book describes specific genres of data mining practice. Most chapters contain one or more case studies with detailed projects descriptions, methods used, challenges encountered, and results obtained. The book includes working checklists for each phase of the data mining process. Your passport to successful technical and planning discussions with management, senior scientists, and customers, these checklists lay out the right questions to ask and the right points to make from an insider’s point of view.
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Fundamentals of Digital ImagingCambridge University Press, 2009
The multi-billion dollar industry of digital imaging technology is an active research area with applications in our everyday lives in products such as digital cameras, scanners, printers and display systems. This book presents an introduction to the fundamentals of digital imaging, with emphasis on the basic operations of image capture and display...
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Foundation Flash CS5 For DesignersApress, 2010

	Flash is one of the most engaging, innovative, and versatile technologies available—allowing the creation of anything from animated banners and simple cartoons to Rich Internet Applications, interactive videos, and dynamic user interfaces for web sites, kiosks, devices, or DVDs. The possibilities are endless, and now it just got...
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Introduction to Parallel Processing: Algorithms and Architectures (Series in Computer Science)Springer, 1999


	The field of digital computer architecture has grown explosively in the past two decades.

	Through a steady stream of experimental research, tool-building efforts, and theoretical

	studies, the design of an instruction-set architecture, once considered an art, has been

	transformed into one of the most quantitative branches of...
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Digital Publishing with Adobe InDesign CS6Adobe Press, 2012

	If you're a print designer or other creative professional who needs to create digital documents for multiple devices, you will be thrilled with the powerful new tools in Adobe InDesign CS6. Now you just need to know what to do with them. Digital Publishing with Adobe InDesign CS6 examines not just the How of...
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Build Awesome Command-Line Applications in Ruby: Control Your Computer, Simplify Your LifePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
		As Ruby pro David Copeland explains, writing a command-line application that is self-documenting, robust, adaptable and forever useful is easier than you might think. Ruby is particularly suited to this task, since it combines high-level abstractions with "close to the metal" system interaction wrapped up in a concise,...
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Heterocyclic ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book has so closely matched the requirements of its readership over the years that it has become the first choice for chemists worldwide.


	Heterocyclic chemistry comprises at least half of all organic chemistry research worldwide. In particular, the vast majority of organic work done in the pharmaceutical and...
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